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Nonlinear Model Predictive Control of a
Variable-Speed Pumped Storage Power Plant
Jan-Frederik Mennemann, Lukas Marko, Jakob Schmidt, Wolfgang Kemmetmüller, Member, IEEE,
and Andreas Kugi, Senior Member, IEEE.

Abstract—Optimal operation and control of (variable-speed)
pumped storage power plants (PSPPs) is essential to meet the
growing demands on the dynamics for the stabilization of power
distribution grids with an increasing amount of renewable energy
sources. Existing work on the control of PSPPs is typically
based on rather simplified system models, in particular of
the (long) pipeline system. In this work, a nonlinear model
predictive control (MPC) strategy is proposed, which enables
fast closed-loop dynamics while keeping all system constraints,
including the pressure constraints along the pipeline system.
The control strategy is based on a physics-based model, which
enables easy parameterization and application to other plant
sizes or topologies. To ensure real-time capability of the MPC
strategy, a number of measures are outlined in this paper. Finally,
the feasibility of the proposed control strategy is demonstrated
by detailed simulation studies. An accurate tracking for fast
changing desired grid powers as well as a high robustness with
respect to parameter uncertainties is demonstrated.
Index Terms—Variable-speed pumped storage power plant,
model predictive control, physics-based model, pipeline system,
pressure waves, model uncertainties, Extended Kalman Filter

C

I. I NTRODUCTION

URRENT electric energy distribution systems are faced
with a rapidly increasing amount of renewable energy
sources, in particular wind and sun. The intermittent nature
of these energy sources demands for suitable ways to store
electric energy to ensure a generation-load balance. Pumped
storage power plants are capable of storing large amounts
of energy and thus may play an important role to balance
generation and load in a grid. They are characterized by high
efficiency and are able to cover fast and large changes in the
energy demand. Variable-speed pumped storage power plants
can bring additional flexibility with respect to these demands
[1]–[4].
The optimal operation and control of variable-speed pumped
storage power plants (PSPPs) is essential to meet the growing
demands on the dynamics for the stabilization of power distribution grids. In the industrial state of the art, control of PSPPs
is typically based on (cascaded) linear control strategies. In
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particular, PID control is still the prevailing method, where
various extensions by fuzzy, sliding or predictive concepts
have been reported in the literature, see, e.g., [1], [5], [6].
In order to systematically take into account the nonlinear
system behavior, also flatness-based feedforward control was
proposed in [7].
These approaches are based on rather strongly simplified
system models, in particular of the long pipeline systems
which connect the reservoirs with the pump-turbine. Moreover,
they typically do not systematically consider the inherent
nonlinearities and the (physical) constraints of the system.
These effects, however, become relevant if the variable-speed
pumped storage power plants are controlled at their (dynamic)
limits, as this is more and more demanded by the grid and
plant operator. As a first approach to take into account these
effects, a generalized predictive control strategy was proposed
in [8]. Therein, the dynamics of the pipeline system is taken
into account by utilizing the method of characteristics (MOC)
and the control strategy is based on a local linearization of
the underlying nonlinear model. This control strategy does
not consider the inherent constraints on the pressures in the
pipeline system and only considers the speed control of the
PSPP. The optimal (boundary) control of a pipeline system is,
e.g., treated in [9], [10], but no coupling with a turbine and
the electrical system is taken into account.
Based on this review of the literature, the following open
points are addressed in this paper: (i) The control strategy
has to ensure an optimal operation of the overall PSPP,
in particular during quasi-stationary operation. (ii) A highdynamic operation of the PSPP should be possible to meet
short-term energy demands of the grid. In this context, the
control strategy has to guarantee a safe system operation,
where all relevant system constraints are systematically taken
into account. In particular, the constraints on the pressure in
the pipeline system are important, although they are typically
neglected in the control concepts reported in the literature. (iii)
The control strategy has to be robust with respect to the most
important uncertain parameters of the system.
In this work, all these points are addressed by a nonlinear
optimal control strategy, whose core is a nonlinear modelpredictive controller for the active and reactive grid power,
see, e.g., [11], [12] for the basics of NMPC. It is based
on a physics-based model of the overall PSPP, where the
spectral element method is applied to approximate the dynamic
behavior of the long pipeline system [13]–[16].
The paper is organized as follows: The considered system
and the control task are described in detail in Section II.
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Section III summarizes the mathematical model of the system.
The overall control strategy, consisting of a static optimizer,
a model predictive control (MPC) concept and an Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF), is developed in Section IV. In Section V,
essential details for the efficient real-time implementation of
the proposed control strategy are discussed. The accuracy,
feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed control approach
is demonstrated by extensive simulation studies in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION AND C ONTROL TASK
Fig. 1 depicts a sketch of the variable-speed pumped storage
power plant (PSPP). In the studied turbine mode1 , water
flows from the upper reservoir via a pipeline system and two
Francis type turbines to the lower reservoir. The turbines of
the identical plant units I and II drive doubly-fed induction
machines (DFIM), which are controlled by voltage source
converters (VSC) comprising a grid side inverter (GSI) and
rotor side inverter (RSI). This setup allows for a variable-speed
operation of the turbines, which is meaningful to improve
the overall efficiency of the plant, in particular for part load
operation [4].
The main control task for this system is to provide active
and reactive power (Pg , Qg ) according to the grid operators
demand, while minimizing the overall losses of the system.
To do so, the voltages of the VSC (rotor voltages Ud,r , Uq,r ,
transformer voltages Ud,t , Uq,t ) and the guide vane position χ
of the turbines are utilized as control inputs. This control task
is particularly challenging due to the following reasons: (i)
The pipeline system covers a length of more than 2000 m.
Thus, in dynamic operation of the plant, the distributedparameter character of the pipeline system has to be taken
into account. (ii) The system, in particular the turbine, exhibits
a pronounced nonlinear behavior. (iii) The operation of the
system is restricted by several limitations, e.g., with respect to
maximum currents, voltages, speed, power and the pressures
in the pipelines.
To solve this control task, a model predictive control (MPC)
strategy is proposed in this paper. For the derivation of this
MPC strategy, a number of (simplifying) assumptions are
made: (i) The overall PSPP consists of two identical plant
units, which are connected to the same upper and lower
reservoir. An earlier study on the optimal stationary operation
of this plant showed that in turbine mode, optimal operation
is typically characterized by identical operation of both plant
units [4]. Thus, it is reasonable to assume identical operation
of both plant units for the dynamic operation as well. (ii)
Typically, a fast local controller is utilized to control the
direct current link voltage Udc of the VSC to a constant
value. Thus, the control of the VSC by Ud,t and Uq,t is not
considered in the control strategy and only the rotor voltages
Ud,r and Uq,r serve as control inputs. (iii) The losses and the
influence on the overall dynamic behavior of the converter
transformer (CT) and the step-up transformer (ST) are small
in normal operation. Thus, an idealized model for the converter
transformer is used and the step-up transformer is neglected.
1 Although the paper concentrates on the turbine mode, the mathematical
model and the proposed control strategy are directly applicable to the pumping
mode with only minor changes.

III. M ATHEMATICAL M ODEL
In order to efficiently apply model predictive control techniques, a mathematical model tailored to the specific control
task is required. In particular, a good compromise between
model accuracy and complexity has to be found. The authors
studied the control oriented mathematical modeling of the
considered plant in the previous publications [4], [15], [16].
The model equations given in this section are a short summary
of this model and are given for the sake of completeness. The
detailed derivation and discussion of the model equations can
be found in [4], [15], [16].
A. Hydraulic Part
An illustration of the spatial positions and the interconnection of the pipelines is given in Fig. 2. In this figure, the
spatial positions are represented using an px, y, zq-coordinate
frame, with y being oriented in the opposite direction of gravitational acceleration. According to Fig. 1, the first pipeline is
connected to the upper reservoir (pressure pres,t ) and the sixth
pipeline is connected to the lower reservoir (pressure pres,b ).
For the mathematical modeling, the pipelines are parameterized as a function of their arc length si P r0, Li s, where
Li denotes the length of the ith pipeline, i “ 1, . . . , 6.
Each pipeline is further characterized by its inclination αi psi q,
diameter Di psi q and its wave propagation speed ci psi q, see
Fig. 3. As stated before it is assumed that the two plant units
are identical and thus the coefficient functions of the third and
fifth pipeline coincide with those of the second and fourth one,
respectively.
Wave propagation effects in pipelines are a well known
phenomenon which are extensively studied in the literature,
see, e.g., [17]–[21]. The dynamic behavior of a pipeline i,
i “ 1, . . . , 6, is typically described by the volumetric flow qi
and the piezometric height hi
pi
` yi ,
(1)
hi “
ρg
with the pressure pi , the mass density ρ of water, the gravitional acceleration g and the height profile yi . The height
profile is determined from the inclination αi by
ż si
yi psi q “ yi0 `
sinpαi psqq ds.
(2)
0

The time evolution of the piezometric head hi and the volume
flow qi of the ith pipeline is governed by a system of
hyperbolic partial differential equations (PDE) [17], [20], [22]
„  „

„ 
„

B hi
0
c2i {pgAi q B hi
0
`
“´
, (3)
gAi
0
ri qi |qi |
Bt qi
Bs qi
where Ai “ πpDi {2q2 denotes the cross-sectional area and
ri “ fλ {p2Di Ai q describes the pipe friction, with the DarcyWeisbach friction factor fλ . In general, this simple static
friction model tends to underestimate pipe friction in case
of very fast dynamic changes, see, e.g. [21], [23]. The influence of pipe friction is, however, small compared to the
large variations of the pressure and volume flow in dynamic
operation. The main requirement is to accurately cover the
small pipe losses in stationary operation to ensure correct
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the overall pumped storage power plant under consideration [4].
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Fig. 2. Spatial positions of the pipelines and turbines corresponding to the pumped storage power plant considered in this article [16].
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Fig. 3. Inclination αi , diameter Di and wave propagation speed ci of the pipeline system given in Fig. 2. In the semi-discretization by means of the spectral
element method (SEM), each pipeline is subdivided into one or more elements, which are indicated by dashed vertical lines [16].
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stationary operating points [4]. This is possible by the utilized
simple static friction model.
The MPC relies on a low-dimensional but accurate approximation of the PDE system (3). To this end, (3) is discretized
by means of the spectral element method (SEM), see, e.g.,
[16] for details on the application of this method to hydraulic
pipelines. The piezometric height hi and the volume flow qi
are replaced by the approximations
hi psi , tq “

Ji
ÿ

(4a)

hi,j ptqφi,j psi q,

Ji
ÿ

˚
q1,1
“ q1,1 ´ gA1 p0qph1,1 ´ hres,t q{c1 p0q,

(9a)

h˚1,1 “ hres,t ,

(9b)

˚
“ q6,J6 ´ gA6 pL6 qphres,b ´ h6,J6 q{c6 pL6 q,
q6,J
6

h˚6,J6 “ hres,b ,

j“1

qi psi , tq “

conditions results from the coupling of the pipelines to the
reservoirs. It is assumed that within the time-scale of the
dynamic operation of the plant, the corresponding piezometric
heights hres,t “ pres,t {pρgq ` y1 p0q and hres,b “ pres,b {pρgq `
y6 pL6 q are constant. Then, these boundary conditions can be
written in the form [16]

(4b)

qi,j ptqφi,j psi q,

j“1

where φi,1 , . . . , φi,Ji denotes a set of basis functions corresponding to a subdivision of the ith pipeline in Ji elements.
Collecting all coefficient functions in
“
‰T
“
‰T
(5)
hi “ hi,1 , . . . , hi,Ji , qi “ qi,1 , . . . , qi,Ji ,
the semi-discretization of (3) by means of the SEM can be
written as [16]
dhi
˚
˚
“ Si qi ` qi,1
ei,1 ´ qi,J
e ,
(6a)
i i,Ji
dt
dqi
“ Si hi ` h˚i,1 ei,1 ´ h˚i,Ji ei,Ji ´ Mr,i qi |qi |. (6b)
Mµ,i
dt
Here, ei,1 and ei,Ji represent Ji -dimensional vectors
“
‰T
“
‰T
ei,1 “ 1, 0, . . . , 0 , ei,Ji “ 0, . . . , 0, 1
(7)
M,i

and qi |qi | denotes the element-wise multiplication of the two
˚
˚
vectors qi and |qi |. The variables qi,1
, qi,J
, h˚i,1 , and h˚i,Ji
i
are subsequently used to implement the boundary conditions
of the individual pipelines. For a comprehensive discussion
of the basis functions, the mass matrices M,i and Mµ,i , the
matrix Mr,i , and the stiffness matrix Si the reader is referred
to [16], where also an in-depth numerical convergence analysis
is presented.
Similar to the results in [16], the second and fourth pipeline
are discretized by means of a single element, whereas the first
and sixth pipeline are discretized using five and three elements,
respectively, see Fig. 3. The corresponding polynomial degrees
of the shape functions on these elements are chosen as
pN1,1 , N1,2 , N1,3 , N1,4 , N1,5 q “ p3, 1, 3, 1, 2q,
N2,1 “ N4,1 “ 1,
pN6,1 , N6,2 , N6,3 q “ p1, 1, 8q.

(8a)
(8b)
(8c)

This choice of the elements and the shape functions is based
on the observation that, even for fast transients, the spatial
distribution of the pressure and the volume flow along the
pipeline system remains sufficiently smooth, see [16] for a
detailed discussion. The chosen discretization gives 2 ˆ p11 `
2 ` 2 ` 11q “ 52 dynamical variables to approximate the
piezometric heights hi and the volume flows qi , i P t1, 2, 4, 6u.
The boundary conditions of the system are implemented in
a weak sense using a numerically stable upwind discretization
˚
˚
[16]. To this end, the variables qi,1
, qi,J
, h˚i,1 and h˚i,Ji in
i
(6) have to be adequately defined. The first set of boundary

(9c)
(9d)

with J6 “ 11 for the considered system. For the description
of the branching of pipeline 1 into pipelines 2 and 3, identical
operation of the two plant units is considered. This means
that the volume flows and piezometric heights of pipeline 3 are
identical to those of pipeline 2. Thus, it is sufficient to consider
pipeline 2 in the model and utilize the following formulation
of the boundary conditions
˚
q1,J
“ 2q2,1 ,
1

h˚1,J1 “ h1,J1 ´ c1 pL1 qp2q2,1 ´ q1,J1 q{pgA1 pL1 qq,

(10a)
(10b)

˚
q2,1
“ q2,1 ` gA2 p0qph1,J1 ´ h2,1 q{c2 p0q,

(10c)

h˚2,1 “ h1,J1 ,

(10d)

J1 “ 11. Equivalently, the branching of pipeline 6 into
pipelines 4 and 5 is described by the boundary conditions
˚
“ q4,J4 ´ gA4 pL4 qph6,1 ´ h4,J4 q{c4 pL4 q,
q4,J
4

h˚4,J4
˚
q6,1
h˚6,1

(11a)

“ h6,1 ,

(11b)

“ 2q4,J4 ,

(11c)

“ h6,1 ` c6 p0qp2q4,J4 ´ q6,1 q{pgA6 p0qq,

(11d)

J4 “ 2. Finally, the coupling of pipeline 2 and 4 to the Francis
turbines reads as
˚
“ qF ,
q2,J
2

h˚2,J2
˚
q4,1
h˚4,1

(12a)

“ h2,J2 ´ c2 pL2 qpqF ´ q2,J2 q{pgA2 pL2 qq,

(12b)

“ qF ,

(12c)

“ h4,1 ` c4 p0qpqF ´ q1,4 q{pgA4 p0qq,

(12d)

where qF denotes the volume flow through the Francis turbine
and J2 “ 2. The volume flow qF is modeled by means of the
nonlinear algebraic equation [4], [16]
“
‰
0 “ Wh pχ, ϑq pqF {qref q2 ` pω{ωref q2 href ´ ph˚2,J2 ´ h˚4,1 q
“
‰
´ qF2 p1{A2 pL2 qq2 ´ p1{A4 p0qq2 {p2gq,
(13)
where ω and χ denote the angular velocity and the guide
vane position, respectively, of the (synchronously operated)
turbines, and
´ q {q ¯
F ref
,
(14)
ϑ “ arctan
ω{ωref
denotes a dimensionless variable which is needed to evaluate
the characteristic map Wh pχ, ϑq of the turbine, see, e.g., [4],
[24]. The characteristic parameters of the turbine href , qref
and ωref are listed in Table I. It has to be noted that due
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to the assumed identical operation of both turbines, (9)-(13)
constitute a simplification of the model given in [16].
The guide vane position χ and its adjustment speed vχ “ χ9
are subject to the constraints
χlb ď χ ď χub ,

(15a)

vχlb

(15b)

ď vχ ď

vχub .

As discussed before, one major limitation of the system
operation is given by the constraints on the pressure along the
pipeline system. These bounds can be equivalently formulated
in the piezometric heights as
ub
hlb
i ď hi ď hi ,

(16)

with
hlb
i “

plb
i
` yi ,
ρg

hub
i “

pub
i
` yi .
ρg

(17)

To avoid cavitation of the water in the pipelines, the lower
pressure bound is set to plb
i “ 1 bar, i “ 1, 2, 4, 6. The upper
bound is basically defined by the construction (i.e. by the
material and thickness) of the pipe walls. Typically, they are
designed to withstand pressures which are a certain factor σ
above the stationary pressure distribution p0i in the pipeline
i. Thus, the upper bound is defined as pub
“ σp0i ` ∆pb ,
i
i “ 1, 2, 4, 6, where realistic values of the parameters σ and
∆pb are summarized in Table I.
B. Mechanical and Electrical Part
The turbine is rigidly coupled to the rotor of the doublyfed induction machine (DFIM). Applying the conservation of
angular momentum results in
dω
1
“ pMh ´ Me ´ Mf q.
(18)
dt
J
Here, J is the overall moment of inertia of the turbine and the
rotor, Mh is the turbine torque, Me the torque of the DFIM
and Mf denotes the friction torque. The turbine torque can be
described by [4], [25]
“
‰
Mh “ Wb pχ, ϑq pqF {qref q2 ` pω{ωref q2 Mref ,
(19)
where Wb pχ, ϑq is a characteristic map which describes the
turbine. The friction torque is composed of Coulomb friction
Mc and ventilation losses dv ω 2 , i.e. Mf “ Mc `dv ω 2 . Finally,
the torque of the DFIM reads as
3
Me “ ´ pLm pIq,s Id,r ´ Iq,r Id,s q,
(20)
2
with the stator and rotor currents Iq,s , Id,s and Iq,r , Id,r , respectively, the number of pole pairs p and the main inductance
Lm . Here and henceforth all electric quantities are described
using a dq-coordinate system.
Remark 1: The characteristic maps Wb pχ, ϑq and Wh pχ, ϑq
of the turbine are approximated by sums of Gaussians [26]
ˆ
˙
M
ÿ
pχ ´ χm q2
pϑ ´ ϑm q2
´
W pχ, ϑq “
Am exp ´
,
2
2
2σχ,m
2σϑ,m
m“1
where W represents one of the characteristic maps Wb or Wh .
Both, Wb and Wh are approximated using M “ 40 Gaussians

with individual parameters Am , χm , σχ,m , ϑm , and σϑ,m ,
which are found by minimizing the squared approximation
error. This smooth approximation allows to easily obtain the
gradients of Wb and Wh with respect to their arguments, which
is beneficial for the solution of optimization problems. Furthermore, it features reduced computation times in comparison to
typical two dimensional spline interpolation.
A detailed description of the mathematical model of the
considered electrical system depicted in Fig. 1 is presented
in [4]. Compared to this model, a number of additional
(simplifying) assumptions are made for the derivation of a
mathematical model tailored to the needs of a controller design
utilizing MPC: (i) Iron losses of the DFIM are neglected.
(ii) It is assumed that the voltage source converter (VSC)
is controlled by a subordinate control strategy such that the
dc-link voltage Udc can be assumed constant and that the
reactive power Qt at the grid side inverter (GSI) is zero. (iii)
An idealized behavior of the step-up transformer (ST) and the
converter transformer (CT) is assumed, neglecting any losses.
This implies that the stator voltages Ud,s , Uq,s are directly
linked to the grid voltages, and the voltages Ud,t , Uq,t are
directly linked to the stator voltages by fixed coupling factors.
(iv) It is assumed that the grid voltage and frequency are
constant within the considered prediction horizon of the MPC.
The influence of these simplifications was proven to be small
for the considered plant by simulations on a detailed model in
[4].
Given these assumptions, the DFIM is described by
» fi
» fi
» fi
»
fi
Id,s
Id,s
Id,s
Ud,s
ffi
— ffi
— ffi
—
ffi
d —
—Iq,s ffi “ AD1 —Iq,s ffi ` ωAD2 —Iq,s ffi ` GD —Uq,s ffi ,
–
fl
–
fl
–
fl
–
fl
I
I
I
U
dt d,r
d,r
d,r
d,r
Iq,r
Iq,r
Iq,r
Uq,r
(21)
where the rotor voltages Ud,r , Uq,r are the control inputs of
the MPC and a suitable choice of the dq-system results in
Ud,s “ 12.25 kV and Uq,s “ 0 V. The matrices AD1 , AD2 ,
and GD are given in Appendix A, see, e.g., [27].
The active and reactive grid output power, whose control is
the main objective of the MPC, are given by
Pg “ ´2 pPs ` Pt q,

(22a)

Qg “ ´2 pQs ` Qt q “ ´2Qs ,

(22b)

where, according to the previous assumptions, Qt “ 0 is
utilized. Using Uq,s “ 0, the stator powers read as
3
3
Ud,s Id,s ,
Qs “ ´ Ud,s Iq,s ,
(23)
2
2
Similarly, utilizing Ud,s “ kts Ud,t , Uq,s “ kts Uq,t “ 0, the
powers at the converter transformer are given by
Ps “

Pt “

3 Ud,s
Id,t ,
2 kts

Qt “ ´

3 Ud,s
Iq,t ,
2 kts

(24)

where kts is the coupling factor of the converter transformer.
Note that the assumption Qt “ 0 immediately yields Iq,t “ 0.
The voltage source converter is described by applying the
balance of (active) power in the form
0 “ Pt ´ Pr ´ Pcl ,

(25)
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with the rotor power
3
Pr “ pUd,r Id,r ` Uq,r Iq,r q
2
and the stationary losses of the VSC [4]

(26)

Pcl “ kt,1 It ` kt,2 It2 ` kr,1 Ir ` kr,2 Ir2 ` Pcl0 .

(27)

Therein, the amplitudes of the rotor and grid side converter
currents are utilized, which are defined as
b
2 ` I 2 “ |I |,
(28a)
It “ Id,t
d,t
q,t
b
2 ` I2 .
Ir “ Id,r
(28b)
q,r
The operation of the electric system is restricted to the
constraints
? of the rotor voltage and rotor current amplitudes
2
2
` Uq,r
and Ir , respectively, and the rotor power
Ur “ Ud,r
Pr
Ur ď Urub ,
with the bounds

Ir ď Irub ,
Urub ,

Irub ,

Prlb ,

Prlb ď Pr ď Prub ,
and

Prub

(29)

given in Table I.

TABLE I
M ODEL PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM .
Symbol

Value

Unit

Symbol

Value

Unit

g

9.81

m{s2

dv

12.38

s2 N m

ρ

1000

kg{m3

Ud,s

12.25

kV

fλ

6.5 ˆ 10´3

1

Uq,s

0

V

pres,t

6.5

bar

p

7

1

pres,b

1.5

bar

Lm

13.99

mH

href

313.4

m

Pcl0

72

kW

qref

44.68

m3 {s

kt,1

19.17

W{A

ωref

42.14

rad{s

kt,2

3.08

mW{A2

Mref

3.03 ˆ 106

Nm

kr,1

35.94

W{A
mW{A2

103

kg{m2

J

700 ˆ

kr,2

5.78

Mc

1.68 ˆ 104

Nm

kts

5

1

σ

1.3

1

∆pb

0.5

bar

Rs

2.26

mΩ

Rr

6.82

mΩ

Ls

8.03

mH

Lr

27.17

mH

ωs

rad{s

Urub

2π50
a
2{3 3.3

kV

Irub

?
2 6.3

kA

Prlb

´14

MW

Prub

14

MW

denote the state variables and the algebraic variables, respectively. The control inputs u read as
“
u “ Ud,r , Uq,r , χsT .
(30e)
IV. C ONTROL S TRATEGY
The main control objective is the optimal and safe dynamical operation of the PSPP. Optimal operation is characterized
by minimizing the system losses and tracking the desired
active and reactive grid power Pgd and Qdg , respectively, as
good as possible. These two demands are, to a certain extent,
contradictory, since exact tracking of fast changing grid power
references will increase the system losses. This makes it
difficult to directly tackle this control problem with a model
predictive control strategy (MPC) only. The main focus of
this paper is the accurate tracking of fast changing desired
reference values of the grid power. In these situations, the
losses of the system are only of secondary importance. Thus,
the MPC part of the overall control strategy depicted in Fig. 4
will focus on the tracking task, where a safe operation of
the system is ensured by systematically taking into account
all system constraints (15), (16), and (29). To allow for an
energy optimal operation of the PSPP in times with slow
or no changes in the desired grid power, the MPC concept
is combined with a static optimizer to calculate stationary
operating points x˚ , z ˚ , u˚ , which minimizes the system
losses. It will be shown later that this combination allows
to accurately track fast changing desired grid powers while
maintaining energy optimal operation of the PSPP in the
quasi-stationary case. The overall control strategy is completed
by an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), which estimates nonmeasurable states and uncertain parameters, cf. Fig. 4.
A. Optimal Stationary Operating Points
The task of the static optimizer is to calculate optimal
stationary operating points which minimize the system losses.
The desired values of the active and reactive grid power Pgd
and Qdg , respectively, are defined by the operator of the PSPP.
To avoid meaningless fast changes, rate limited values Pg˚ and
Q˚g are utilized in the optimization.
A stationary operating point is defined by the corresponding
values of the state variables x, the algebraic variables z and
the control input u. The optimal values x˚ , z ˚ , u˚ follow
from the solution of the optimization problem
min

x,z,u

C. Overall System Model
The combination of the sub-models of the hydraulic, mechanical and electrical parts yields a system of differentialalgebraic equations (DAEs) of the form
x9 “ f px, z, uq,

(30a)

0 “ gpx, z, uq,

(30b)

where
“
‰T
x “ hT1 , q1T , hT2 , q2T , hT4 , q4T , hT6 , q6T , ω, Id,s , Iq,s , Id,r , Iq,r
(30c)
“
‰T
z “ qF , Id,t
(30d)

Pin px, z, uq ´ Pout px, z, uq

(31a)

subject to
Pg px, z, uq “ Pg˚ ,
Qg px, z, uq “

Q˚g ,

f px, z, uq “ 0,
gpx, z, uq “ 0

(31b)
(31c)
(31d)
(31e)

and the inequality constraints in (15a) and (29)2 . Here, the
input power Pin is given by the difference of the power of the
2 Note that the remaining inequality constraints (15b) and (16) are not
relevant here since they cannot be violated in stationary operation of the
plant.
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Pgd

Pg˚

Qdg

Q˚g

Static
Optimizer

Pg˚

Ud,r

Q˚g

Uq,r

MPC

x ˚ , z ˚ , u˚

Pg
Qg

PSPP

χ

pF
ω

x̂, ẑ
δ Ŵh
δ Ŵb
fˆλ

EKF

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the overall control strategy comprising the static optimizer, the model predictive control (MPC), the observer (EKF) and the model
of the pumped storage power plant (PSPP).

water at the beginning of the first pipe Ph,t and at the outlet
of the sixth pipe Ph,b , i.e. Pin “ Ph,t ´ Ph,b , with
`
˘
˘2
ρ`
Ph,t “ p1,1 ` ρgy1 p0q q1,1 ` q1,1 {A1 p0q q1,1
(32a)
2
`
˘
`
˘
ρ
2
Ph,b “ p6,J6 ` ρgy6 pL6 q q6,J6 ` q6,J6 {A6 pL6 q q6,J6 .
2
(32b)
The output power Pout “ Pg coincides with the active grid
output power. The pressure values in the definition of Pin
can be easily expressed in terms of the piezometric heights
h1,1 and h6,J6 , see (1). Moreover, the active and reactive grid
output powers Pg and Qg are defined in (22a) and (22b),
respectively. Using (23) and (24), they can be expressed in
terms of Id,s , Iq,s and Id,t .
Remark 2: The optimal operating points are, as a matter
of fact, also influenced by the system parameters. While the
electrical and the geometric parameters of the PSPP are well
known, parameters of the hydraulic part are afflicted with
larger uncertainties. In particular, the pipe friction parameter
fλ and the turbine characteristic maps Wb , Wh might not be
accurately known. Since they have an important influence on
the optimal operating points, they have to be estimated in
real operation. The estimated value fˆλ of the pipe friction
parameter and the estimated perturbations δ Ŵb , δ Ŵh are
utilized both in the MPC and the static optimizer.
B. Model Predictive Control
The starting point for the development of the MPC is the
description of the system dynamics in the form
(33a)

9
xptq
“ f pxptq, zptq, uptqq,
9
uptq
“ vptq,

(33b)

0 “ gpxptq, zptq, uptqq.

(33c)

In this formulation, the system (30) is augmented by
9
“ vχ ptq,
U9 d,r ptq “ vUd,r ptq, U9 q,r ptq “ vUq,r ptq, χptq
(33d)
which helps to increase the smoothness of the system’s solutions and allows to take into account slew rate limits of the

control input χ. Here, v “ rvUd,r , vUq,r , vχ sT denotes the new
(virtual) control input utilized in the MPC.
The proposed MPC strategy is based on a direct transcription (full discretization) method [11], [12]. Let Tmpc
denote the sampling time of the MPC. The prediction horizon
rnTmpc , nTmpc ` Tph s at the time step t “ nTmpc , n P N0 , is
discretized in the form
0 “ τ0 ă τ1 ă . . . ă τK´1 ă τK “ Tph ,

(34)

where K ` 1 is the number of grid points and Tph denotes the
prediction horizon length of the MPC. The vector
“ T
‰
T
T
T
T
, Xn|1
, . . . , Xn|K´1
, Xn|K
,
(35)
Xmpc,n
“ Xn|0
T
T
T
with Xn|k
“ rxTn|k , zn|k
, uTn|k , vn|k
s summarizes the predicted state and algebraic variables, and the predicted control
and virtual control inputs at t “ nTmpc ` τk .
The implicit Euler method is employed for the temporal
discretization of (33)3 . Consequently, xn|k , zn|k , un|k , and
vn|k are subject to the constraints

0 “ xn|k`1 ´ xn|k ´ ∆τk f pxn|k`1 , zn|k`1 , vn|k`1 q, (36a)
0 “ un|k`1 ´ un|k ´ ∆τk vn|k`1 ,

(36b)

0 “ gpxn|k`1 , zn|k`1 , un|k`1 q,

(36c)

where ∆τk “ τk`1 ´ τk denotes the local time step size with
k “ 0, . . . , K ´ 1. The predicted states and control inputs are
initialized in the form
xn|0 “ xn ,

zn|0 “ zn ,

un|0 “ u´
n,

vn|0 “ vn´ . (37)

Here, xn and zn are the state and algebraic variables at t “
´
nTmpc , and u´
n and vn correspond to the optimal values,
which where obtained in the preceding MPC iteration4 .
3 The authors also studied other discretization methods with higher numeric
accuracy as, e.g., the trapezoidal rule, the Hermite-Simpson method [11]
and the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto pseudospectral method [28], [29]. For the
considered application in the NMPC, however, the implicit Euler method
proved to be the best compromise between control accuracy and calculation
times.
4 Since not all state and algebraic variables can be measured, they will be
replaced by their estimated values x̂n and ẑn obtained by the EKF described
in Section IV-C.
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The cost function Jn at time t “ nTmpc is defined as
d
d
Jn “ w1 JPdg ,n ` w2 JQdg ,n ` w3 Jχ,n
` w4 Jω,n
` w5 JUub
` w6 JIub
` w7 pJPlbr ,n ` JPub
q
r ,n
r ,n
r ,n
lb
ub
` w8 pJχ,n
` Jχ,n
q ` w9 pJvlbχ ,n ` Jvub
q
χ ,n
lb
ub
r
` w10 pJh,n
` Jh,n
q ` w11 Jχ,n
` w12,n JPrg ,n

The term

(38)

with the positive weights w1 , . . . , w12,n . The first four parts
of the cost function in (38) read as
JPdg ,n “
JQdg ,n “
d
Jχ,n
d
Jω,n

K
ÿ
k“1
K
ÿ
k“1
K
ÿ

“
k“1
K
ÿ

“

˚ 2
γ1,k ∆τk´1 pPg,n|k ´ Pg,n
q ,

(39a)

γ1,k ∆τk´1 pQg,n|k ´ Q˚g,n q2 ,

(39b)

γ1,k ∆τk´1 pχn|k ´

χ˚n q2 ,

γ1,k ∆τk´1 pωn|k ´

ωn˚ q2 ,

(39c)
(39d)

k“1

ub
Jξ,n
“

K
ÿ
k“1
K
ÿ

∆τk´1 pminpξn|k ´ ξ lb , 0qq2 ,

(40a)

∆τk´1 pmaxpξn|k ´ ξ ub , 0qq2 ,

(40b)

k“1

where ξ P tUr , Ir , Pr , χ, vχ u. The constraints on the pressure
along the pipeline system are implemented in a similar way
by
lb
Jh,n
“ Jhlb1 ,n ` Jhlb2 ,n ` Jhlb4 ,n ` Jhlb6 ,n

ub
Jh,n
“ Jhub
` Jhub
` Jhub
` Jhub
,
1 ,n
2 ,n
4 ,n
6 ,n

(41a)
(41b)

with
Jhlbi ,n “
Jhub
“
i ,n

K
ÿ

∆τk´1 pvχ,n|k ´ vχ,n|k´1 q2

(43)

k“1

of the cost function (38) is used to penalize (abrupt) changes
of the guide vane position.
A specific requirement for the operation of the PSPP is
that (large) changes of the active grid output power should
be realized in a monotonically increasing (or decreasing) way.
This requirement results from the fact that a decrease in the
active grid output power in the case when an increase is
demanded can cause stability problems in the power grid. To
account for this requirement, the term
JPrg ,n “

K
ÿ

∆τk´1 γ2,k pP9g,n|k ´ P9g,n´1|1 q2

(44)

k“1

is included in the cost function, where

where the active and the reactive grid output power Pg,n|k
and Qg,n|k are defined by (22a), (22b), and are expressed in
terms of the variables collected in (35). These parts of the cost
function penalize deviations from the optimal stationary set
˚
point Pg,n
, Q˚g,n , χ˚n , ωn˚ provided by the static optimizer of
Section IV-A. As discussed before, static optimality is desired
but is too restrictive at the beginning of the prediction horizon
for fast changing set points. To take this into account, the
monotonically increasing weights γ1,k are defined by means
of a raised cosine function γ1,k “ p1 ´ cospπτk {Tph qq {2. Utilizing γ1,k in (39), the weight of the desired set point increases
gradually towards the end of the prediction horizon, which
helps to regularize the resulting optimal control problem.
Lower and upper bounds of scalar system variables are
considered in form of the penalty functions
lb
Jξ,n
“

r
Jχ,n
“

Ji
K ÿ
ÿ

2
pminphi,j,n|k ´ hlb
i,j , 0qq ,

(42a)

with constant parameters ∆Pg,w and Pg,w , circumvents this
problem and gives good results for all operating conditions of
the PSPP. It will be shown in Section VI that the resulting
trajectories of Pg are in fact in very good agreement with the
discussed monotonicity requirements. The constant weights
w1 , . . . , w11 and the parameters ∆Pg,w and Pg,w are chosen
in simulation studies and their values are summarized in
Appendix B.
Based on this preparatory discussion, the optimal control
problem to be solved iteratively by the MPC can be formulated
as
Xmpc,n

2
pmaxphi,j,n|k ´ hub
i,j , 0qq .

(42b)

k“1 j“1

Here, hi,j,n|k describes the piezometric height at the jth spatial
grid point of the ith pipeline at time nTmpc ` τk .

(45)

denotes the discrete time derivative of Pg,n|k at t “ nTmpc `
τk . By means of this term of the cost function, the slope of
the output power P9g,n|k is forced to be similar to the slope
of the output power at the beginning of the previous solution
P9g,n´1|1 . In fact, (44) should not affect the whole trajectory of
Pg in the prediction horizon since this would be too restrictive
for the possible solutions of the optimal control problem. Thus,
the gradually decreasing weight γ2,k “ p1 ` cospπτk {Tph qq{2
is utilized, which implies that this term is inactive at the end
of the prediction horizon. The term (44) of the cost function,
however, does not make sense in situations when Pg is close to
its desired value Pgd . In this situation, any change to a higher
or lower value would be penalized which would result in a
rather slow reaction of the system. Simulation studies showed
that utilizing the time dependent weighting
˜
¸3{2
d
|Pg,n
´ Pg,n | ´ ∆Pg,w
,
(46)
w12,n “ max 0,
Pg,w

min Jn pXmpc,n q

k“1 j“1
Ji
K ÿ
ÿ

Pg,n|k ´ Pg,n|k´1
P9g,n|k “
∆τk´1

(47)

subject to the equality constraints (36), (37), the cost function
(38) with (39)-(46) and the vector of unknowns (35). Details of
the efficient numeric solution of this optimal control problem
will be discussed in Section V.
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C. Extended Kalman Filter
Knowledge of the state and algebraic variables x and z,
respectively, is required in the MPC, cf. (37). In the real
application only a few sensors are available. In particular, the
distributed pressures and volume flows in the pipeline system
are not accessible to measurements. Thus, a (nonlinear) observer will be utilized for the estimation of the states from the
measured output. The observer is based on the model presented
in Section III. This model, however, includes parameters which
are not accurately known: (i) Pipe friction (represented by
the Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient fλ ) is influenced by
many factors, e.g., surface roughness, fluid parameters, etc.,
and is therefore difficult to be accurately modeled. It is an
important parameter of the model, in particular for the static
optimizer. Thus, an estimation fˆλ of fλ has to be obtained by
the observer. (ii) Another important model uncertainty is due
to the characteristic maps Wb and Wh of the turbines, which
can show significant deviations from the nominal behavior
during long-term operation, e.g., due to wear. Thus, it is
assumed that the real characteristic maps can be formulated as
Wb “ Wbn ` δWb , Wh “ Whn ` δWh , where Wbn and Whn are
the nominal characteristic maps and δWb , δWh are deviations,
which have to be estimated by the EKF. To take into account
these uncertainties in the observer design, the system model
(30) is extended by the disturbance models
d
d
d
δWb “ 0,
δWh “ 0,
fλ “ 0,
(48)
dt
dt
dt
which result from the assumption of unknown but constant
(slowly varying) parameters.
For the derivation of the observer, the system (30a), (30b)
and the disturbance model (48) are discretized in time by
applying the implicit Euler method with a sampling time Tekf .
This yields the time-discrete model of the form5
`
0 “ x``1 ´ x` ´ Tekf f˜ x``1 , z``1 , u``1 ,
˘
(49a)
δWb,``1 , δWh,``1 , fλ,``1 ,
`
˘
0 “ g̃ x``1 , z``1 , u``1 , δWb,``1 , δWh,``1 , fλ,``1 , (49b)
0 “ δWb,``1 ´ δWb,` ,

(49c)

0 “ δWh,``1 ´ δWh,` ,

(49d)

0 “ fλ,``1 ´ fλ,` ,

(49e)

where f˜ and g̃ correspond to the right hand sides of (30a) and
(30b) with Wh and Wb replaced by Whn `δWh and Wbn `δWb ,
respectively. The (future) control inputs u``1 are provided by
the MPC. The measured output y` is given by
“
‰T
y` “ h2,J2 ,` , ω` , Pg,` , Qg,` ,
(50)
and comprises the piezometric height h2,J2 in front of the
turbine (or equivalently the pressure pF ), the rotational speed
ω of the turbine, and the active and reactive grid power Pg
and Qg .
5 The sampling time T
ekf of the observer is not necessarily equal to the
sampling time Tmpc of the MPC. It will be seen later that a faster sampling
time for the observer is required to ensure an accurate estimation of the system
states. To distinguish between these two sampling times xn is utilized to
denote the value of x at t “ nTmpc and x` describes x at the time t “ `Tekf .

The observer design for systems comprising long hydraulic
pipelines was studied in detail in [30]. It was shown that an
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is the right choice in terms of
precision, speed and robustness. Thus, an EKF will also be
utilized in this work, where a similar formulation of the EKF
as described in [31] will be pursued. In the first step, the state
ξ` to be estimated is defined as
“
‰
ξ`T “ xT` , z`T , δWb,` , δWh,` , fλ,` .
(51)
Furthermore, let ξ``1 “ F pξ` , u``1 q denote the (numerical)
solution of (49). Then, the system dynamics for the EKF can
be formulated as
ξ``1 “ F pξ` , u``1 q ` w`
y` “ Cξ` ` v` ,

(52a)
(52b)

with the output matrix C. Here it is assumed that the system
dynamics is perturbed by the zero-mean process noise w`
with covariance matrix Q̂ ą 0 and the measured output
is distorted by the zero-mean measurement noise v` with
covariance matrix R̂ ą 0.
The EKF is implemented similar as described in [30], [31]
and thus not repeated here. The values of Q̂ and R̂ are
obtained from data of the utilized sensors and by tuning of
the EKF in simulations, see Appendix C.
V. D ETAILS OF THE I MPLEMENTATION
Fast sampling times Tmpc and Tekf of the MPC and the
EKF, respectively, are essential to obtain accurate tracking
and estimation results. At the same time, the sampling times
have to be large enough to allow for a calculation of the
controller and observer equations in real time. Solving the
optimization problem of the MPC is computationally complex
and can be obtained in reasonable time only by utilizing stateof-the-art hardware. The results and calculation times reported
in this work correspond to an Ubuntu 18.04 operating system
running on a workstation computer (i9-9980XE CPU, 32 GB
RAM). Tmpc “ 60 ms was obtained in simulation studies as a
suitable sampling time for the MPC where a real-time solution
of the underlying optimization problem can be guaranteed.
Faster sampling times are meaningful for the EKF to obtain
a high estimation accuracy. In our case, Tekf “ 12 ms was
chosen. Finally, a prediction horizon of Tph “ 5 s gives a good
compromise between control performance and computational
costs.
Due to the computation time required to solve the MPC
problem, the solution is lagging behind real time by the
sampling time Tmpc . To approximately compensate for this
dead time and to account for the different sampling times
of the MPC, the EKF and the (simulated) system model, a
linear interpolation of the optimal virtual control inputs (i.e.
the time derivatives of the real control inputs) of the MPC is
performed. This interpolation process is illustrated in Fig. 5
with vmpc representing one of the virtual control inputs vUd,r ,
vUq,r or vχ . This figure shows that the optimal virtual control
inputs at the times t “ pn ` 1qTmpc ` mTekf , m “ 1, . . . , 5,
are obtained by interpolation of the virtual control inputs vn|0
and vn|1 of the MPC.
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vmpc
1

0

−1
τ0 τ1 . . .
0
Tmpc

. . . τK−1 τK
Tph
5Tekf

vmpc

0.8

0.4

0
τ0

τ1

Fig. 5. Linear interpolation of vmpc representing one of the virtual control
inputs vUd,r , vUq,r or vχ . The evaluation takes place with a constant time
delay of Tmpc .

The real control inputs of the EKF are calculated in the
form
Ud,r,``1 “ Ud,r,` ` Tekf vUd,r,m ,

(53a)

Uq,r,``1 “ Uq,r,` ` Tekf vUq,r,m ,

(53b)

χ``1 “ χ` ` Tekf vχ,m ,

(53c)

where vUd,r,m , vUq,r,m , vχ,m are the interpolated virtual control
inputs and ` is the global index of the EKF, which is increased
after each application of (53) for the local index m “ 1, . . . , 5.
A similar interpolation approach will be utilized to obtain
the control inputs applied to the (simulated) pumped storage
power plant.
Remark 3: Instead of interpolating the virtual control inputs,
one may interpolate the real control inputs, which are also part
of the solution of the MPC. The chosen approach, however,
guarantees smoother control inputs, which is helpful to avoid
oscillations of the closed-loop system in case of rapidly
changing operating points.
The numerical algorithms are implemented in M ATLAB
R2017 A, where the M ATLAB plugin of C AS AD I 3.4 is utilized as an efficient way to implement and solve the optimization problems of the MPC and the static optimizer. C AS AD I is
an open-source tool for nonlinear optimization and algorithmic
differentiation [32], [33]. By means of C AS AD I it is easily
possible to provide all relevant derivative information (e.g.,
the Jacobian or Hessian of the constraints or cost function)
needed to efficiently solve a nonlinear optimization problem.
C AS AD I also includes a set of proven solvers. In this work,
IPOPT [34] is used, which is an open-source implementation
of the interior point method and is capable of solving largescale nonlinear optimization problems.

The times needed to solve nonlinear optimization problems
of the MPC and the static optimizer must not exceed Tmpc .
In the following, the measures which are taken to satisfy this
requirement are described in more detail: (i) The solution and
the Lagrange multipliers of the optimal control problem on the
previous prediction horizon are utilized as an initial guess for
the current prediction horizon. This only makes sense if the
nonlinear optimization problems of two consecutive prediction
horizons are sufficiently similar. This implies that the set point
Pg˚ , Q˚g provided by the static optimizer is not allowed to
change too abruptly. Thus, the rates of change P9g˚ , Q9 ˚g are
limited by ˘P9gmax , ˘Q9 max
, respectively, by introducing a rate
g
limiter in front of the static optimizer. In the real application,
mostly the active power and a (constant) power factor cos pϕq
are defined by the operator instead of specifying the reactive
power. This implies that it is sufficient to limit P9g˚ , since the
reactive power is directly related to the active power by a
(constant) factor. The choice of P9gmax has a strong influence
on the solution of the MPC. If P9gmax is chosen too high,
the solution of the optimization problem on the previous
prediction horizon is not a good initialization for the current
prediction horizon. This poor initial guess brings along that
more iterations are necessary to solve the underlying nonlinear
optimization problem, which may take longer than Tmpc . If,
on the other hand, P9gmax is chosen too small, the control
performance with respect to set point changes is deteriorated.
In the simulations of Section VI, P9gmax “ 55 MW{s is
chosen, which constitutes a good compromise between closedloop performance and computational costs for solving the
optimization problem. This value is also considerably larger
than the reaction speed typically demanded by grid operators.
(ii) Another important point for a fast solution of the MPC
is to minimize the number of temporal discretization points τk ,
k “ 0, . . . , K, cf. (34). This can be achieved by a non-uniform
discretization in time. In the proposed implementation, K “
16 gradually increasing time intervals ∆τk “ τk`1 ´ τk are
employed, which are defined by ∆τk “ η ∆τk´1 , τk “ τk´1 `
∆τk´1 , with τ0 “ 0, ∆τ0 “ Tph p1 ´ ηq{p1 ´ η K q, η “
ζ 1{pK´1q and ζ “ 1.5. This choice is based on the observation
that the trajectories of the states and the control inputs tend to
change more quickly at τ0 “ 0 than at τK “ Tph . To obtain
the same temporal resolution at τ0 by means of a uniform
temporal grid, approximately K “ 24 time intervals would be
required.
(iii) An efficient and accurate solution method for the DAE
system (33) is essential for a fast solution of the underlying
optimization problem. In this work, the implicit Euler method
is utilized, which represents an excellent method in terms of
numerical stability.
(iv) Finally, an important contribution to a fast solution of
the optimization problems results from the realization of all
lower and upper bounds by means of penalty functions. Of
course, an implementation of the lower and upper bounds
as (hard) inequality constraints is easily possible within the
C AS AD I framework. It was, however, found in a number of
numerical experiments that the solution times of this approach
are about one order of magnitude larger than the times when
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using penalty functions.
Remark 4: Please note that the number of variables in the
optimization problem of the static optimizer is very small in
comparison to those in the MPC. Therefore, computing time
is not a major issue for the static optimizer, which makes it
possible to implement upper and lower bounds also as hard
inequality constraints.
VI. R ESULTS
A. Simulation Model
For testing the control and observer strategy presented in
Section IV, a simulation model is set up which utilizes the
method of characteristics (MOC) to describe the dynamics of
the hydraulic pipeline system. The MOC is the most common
method for the simulation of pressure waves in hydraulic
pipeline systems, see, e.g. [20]. The MOC is subject to a strict
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition, which implies that
the number of spatial grid points is determined by the local
wave speeds and the time step size ∆t. Simulation studies
showed that ∆t “ 4 ms is a suitable time step size for the
simulation model. Given the system parameters, this results in
2 ˆ p211 ` 8 ` 14 ` 257q “ 980 spatial grid points for the
approximation of hi and qi , i P t1, 2, 4, 6u. As a matter of fact,
this a significantly higher number than the 52 dynamical states
utilized in the spectral element approximation in Section III-A.
The remaining part of the simulation model coincides with
the model used for the controller design, except for additional
measurement noise and model uncertainties, which will be
discussed subsequently. While the time propagation method
of the hydraulic system is fixed by the MOC, the mechanical
and electrical systems of the simulation model are numerically
integrated by the implicit Euler method.
As discussed before, significant differences can be expected
for certain model parameters between the nominal model
utilized in the controller and observer design and the real
plant. In particular, the following parametric uncertainties
are considered in the subsequent simulation studies: (i) The
effective wave speed c in the pipelines is a function of the
pipe stiffness and the compressibility of the water. Since both
of them are not exactly known in real operation, the wave
speeds of the simulation model are perturbed compared to
the nominal wave speeds depicted in Fig. 3. In particular, the
wave speeds of the first and second pipeline are increased
by five percent and the wave speeds of the fourth and sixth
pipeline are decreased by five percent. With this choice, the
numerical solutions of the perturbed and unperturbed system
will diverge significantly in the transient regime. (ii) It is
assumed that only a rough estimate of the Darcy-Weisbach
friction factor fλ of (3) is known. This parameter is estimated
by means of the EKF according to Section IV-C and only
this estimated value fˆλ is utilized in the control strategy.
In the simulation model, a nominal value fλ “ 0.0065 is
chosen. (iii) The most pronounced uncertainties are expected
to occur in the model of the turbines, i.e. in the characteristic
maps Wb and Wh . In general, it is difficult to accurately
predict the change of the characteristic maps, e.g., due to
wear. In order to approximately account for the uncertainties of the turbine in the simulation studies, the nominal

values href , qref , Mref , and ωref of the simulation model
are adjusted to h̃ref “ 1.0065 href , q̃ref “ 1.0065 qref and
M̃ref “ Mref ´ 0.0065 Mref . This results in a reduction of the
turbine efficiency of the simulation model by approximately
two percent and changes the location of the operating point of
maximum efficiency.
In the subsequent simulation studies, the measured quantities pF (or equivalently h2,J2 ), ω, Pg , and Qg are corrupted
by measurement noise, whose parameters are summarized in
Appendix C.
B. Simulations
In the numerical simulation scenario, different set point
changes of the desired active and reactive grid output power
Pgd and Qdg , respectively, are considered, see Fig. 6 a). This
figure shows that, despite the very demanding simulation
scenario, the active and reactive grid output powers Pg and
Qg closely follow the reference values. Furthermore, it can be
seen that changes of the active grid output power Pg evolve in
the required monotonically increasing or decreasing way. This
is achieved by the term (44) of the optimization problem of the
MPC. Since no such restrictions have been set on the reactive
grid output power, larger variations in the time evolution of
Qg can be observed. The corresponding time evolution of
the control inputs is depicted in Fig. 6 b) and Fig. 6 c).
Moreover, Fig. 6 d) shows that the lower and upper bounds of
the adjustment speed vχ of the guide vane position χ is active
and kept well for large changes of the desired active power
Pgd .
The time evolutions of the angular velocity ω and the
volume flow qF through the Francis turbines are shown in
Fig. 6 e) and Fig. 6 f), respectively. Please note that the
changes in the angular velocity ω result from the changes
in the optimal operating points for different desired active
powers. Fig. 6 g) and Fig. 6 h) show the time evolutions of the
absolute values of the rotor voltage and the rotor current, and
the time evolution of the rotor power is depicted in Fig. 6 i).
Again it should be noted that almost all bounds of the electric
variables get active at several occasions during the simulation.
In all cases, these inequality constraints are kept very well,
although they are realized in form of penalty functions in the
MPC.
A unique feature of the proposed optimal control strategy
is that pressure bounds along the whole pipeline system are
systematically taken into account. The first significant pressure
variation occurs shortly after t “ 80 s, i.e. shortly after a
large step in the active grid power from 75 MW to 325 MW
has been requested by the operator. The resulting pressure
distributions on the fourth and sixth pressure line (cf. Fig. 2)
are depicted in the upper row of Fig. 7 at three consecutive
times6 t1 “ 80 s, t2 “ 81.7 s and t3 “ 85.8 s. Here, the
results of two different simulations are compared: Fig. 7 a)
corresponds to the scenario where w10 in (38) is set to zero,
i.e. pressure bounds are not taken into account. These results
clearly show that large violations of the pressure bounds occur
6 The first and second pressure line show similar pressure fluctuations,
however, the strongest variations appear on the fourth and sixth pipeline.
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Fig. 6. Results of a comprehensive numerical simulation including very strong variations of the desired grid output powers (first part). Inadmissible values
are shaded in gray.
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of the pressure distribution on the fourth and sixth pipeline at different times. The dashed vertical line indicates the end and the beginning of
the fourth and sixth pressure line, respectively. Inadmissible values of the pressure are shaded in gray and violations are highlighted in orange. Left: Pressure
bounds are neglected in the MPC. Right: Pressure bounds are taken into account in the MPC.

if they are ignored in the MPC. These violations can yield
an increased wear and in the worst case even a damage of
the pipelines. By means of the proposed MPC strategy, these
violations can be efficiently avoided as can be seen from Fig. 7
b) corresponding to the scenario where pressure bounds are
taken into account.
Similar results are obtained at t “ 120 s, where the active
grid output power is decreased from 325 MW to 75 MW.
The lower row of Fig. 7 depicts the pressure distributions
at three consecutive times t4 “ 120.1 s, t5 “ 124.1 s and
t6 “ 125.4 s. Fig. 7 c) shows that the pressure in the pipeline
can fall significantly below the minimum allowed value of
1 bar. Below this pressure, water starts to evaporate and thus,
cavitation can occur7 . Cavitation is in particular harmful at the
turbine and for the pipelines when the vapor bubbles collapse,
since this may introduce a water hammer and thus damage
the system. It is again shown that by systematically taking
into account the pressure bounds in the MPC, cavitation can
be circumvented, see Fig. 7 d). Furthermore, it should be
emphasized that the pressure bounds are considered along the
whole pipeline system and not only at the end points of the
pressure lines.
The most pronounced pressure variations arise at the down7 The negative values of the simulated pressure result from the simple fluid
model, which does not include evaporation at low pressures. In a real system,
evaporation of the fluid will limit the pressure to a physical minimum of
0 bar.

stream side of the Francis turbines, i.e. at the beginning of
the fourth and sixth pipeline, see Fig. 2. In Fig. 8 b), the
time evolution of the pressure for both cases with and without
taking into account the pressure bounds are depicted. Clearly,
this plot shows that the pressure constraints are well satisfied
in the proposed MPC strategy.
The proposed EKF includes an estimation of the unknown
pipe friction parameter fλ and the uncertainties δWb and
δWh of the characteristic maps, cf. Section IV-C. The time
evolution of these estimated parameters is shown in Fig. 8 c)
and d). It can be seen that the estimated pipe friction parameter
converges from its initial estimated value fˆλ “ 2fλ to the
parameter set in the simulated plant and thus gives meaningful
estimates. A direct physical interpretation of the estimations
δ Ŵb , δ Ŵh is not possible. The results given in Fig. 8 prove
that with these estimations the intended stationary accuracy of
the controlled active and reactive power is achieved. Please
note that without these estimated values, significant stationary
deviations will occur.
Fig. 8 e) and Fig. 8 f) depict the computing times and the
number of iterations needed to solve the nonlinear optimization problems of the MPC. Due to the initialization discussed
in Section V, only two iterations are needed to solve the
optimization problems of the MPC in cases when the desired
active power is kept constant. As expected, more iterations
(up to 4) are required, when large and abrupt changes of the
desired grid output power are demanded. In all cases, the
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Fig. 8. Results of a comprehensive numerical simulation including very strong variations of the desired grid output powers (second part). Inadmissible values
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required computing time is kept well below the maximum
time8 Tmpc “ 60 ms.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the optimal control of a variable-speed pumped
storage power plant (PSPP) was considered. The goal was to
ensure an optimal operation of the PSPP in the quasi-stationary
case and to allow for highly dynamic set point changes in the
desired active and reactive grid powers without violating any
constraints. In particular, complying with the lower and upper
limits of the pressure along the long pipelines is essential for
a safe system operation.
The control concept presented in this paper comprises a
static optimizer, a nonlinear model predictive controller (MPC)
8 A maximum number of 5 iterations can be calculated within 60 ms. If no
converged solution is obtained after 5 iterations, the previous optimal solution
is extrapolated and the iteration is continued with the same desired value in
the next sampling period.

and an Extended Kalman Filter to estimate the unmeasurable
state variables and some uncertain (slowly varying) parameters. A crucial point in the development of a real-time capable
nonlinear MPC is the availability of a computationally efficient
and accurate mathematical model which captures the essential
dynamics and the main nonlinearities of the system. In this
context, the application of the spectral element method to
the spatial discretization of the hyperbolic PDEs of the long
pipelines turns out to be a key step in deriving a numerically
efficient low-dimensional but highly accurate mathematical
model.
In the paper, a number of further measures were presented
to be able to solve the underlying nonlinear optimization
problems within a sampling time of 60 ms. It could be demonstrated in simulation studies that the proposed control concept
exhibits an excellent closed-loop performance even for large
step changes in the desired grid power without violating any
system constraints.
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The physics-based modeling in combination with the modelbased controller design also allows for an easy adaptation to
different plant sizes and a transfer to other system topologies.
In particular, the proposed control strategy can be easily
transferred to variable speed power plants comprising a synchronous generator with a fully rated back-to-back converter.
Thus, future research is directed towards the independent
operation of two plant units and the extension to other system
topologies, including synchronous machines with fully rated
back-to-back converters or several plant units.
A PPENDIX A
M ATRICES OF THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The matrices in (21) of Section III-B are given by [4]
»
fi
Lr Rs
γωs
´Lm Rr
0
1 — ´γωs
Lr Rs
0
Lm Rr ffi
ffi ,
AD1 “ —
0
Ls Rr
γωs fl
γ –´Lm Rs
0
´Lm Rs
´γωs
Ls Rr
»

AD2

0
2
p—
L
m
“ —
–
0
γ
´Ls Lm
»

´Lr
1—
0
—
GD “ –
γ Lm
0

´L2m
0
Ls Lm
0

fi
´Lm Lr
0 ffi
ffi ,
Lr Ls fl
0

0
Lm Lr
0
´Lr Ls

0
´Lr
0
Lm

fi
0
Lm ffi
ffi ,
0 fl
´Ls

Lm
0
´Ls
0

where γ “ L2m ´ Lr Ls .
A PPENDIX B
W EIGHTS OF THE MPC
The weights in the cost function (38) are given by
w1 “ 2.2 ˆ 10´17
´6

w4 “ 2 ˆ 10

´15

w7 “ 1.5 ˆ 10
w10 “ 1 ˆ 10

´2

w2 “ 1.7 ˆ 10´16

w3 “ 2.5 ˆ 10´3

w5 “ 1 ˆ 10

´5

w6 “ 0

w8 “ 1 ˆ 10

4

w9 “ 1 ˆ 102

w11 “ 5

and ∆Pg,w “ 2.5 MW, Pg,w “ 250 MW. Here, the weight
w6 , which corresponds to the upper bound of Ir , is set to zero,
since it is irrelevant in the considered system. Alternatively,
the term JIub
in (38) could be removed. However, note that
r
whether the upper bound of Ir is relevant or not strongly
depends on the parameters of the electrical system.
A PPENDIX C
PARAMETERS OF THE EKF
The covariance matrix Q̂ of the EKF in Section IV-C is
chosen diagonal. The elements corresponding to the currents
Iˆd,s , Iˆq,s , Iˆd,r , Iˆq,r and Iˆd,t are set to 1 ˆ 10´2 A2 . The
elements corresponding to δ Ŵb , δ Ŵh and fˆλ are given by
1.25 ˆ 10´8 , 0.25 ˆ 10´8 and 1.25 ˆ 10´10 , respectively. All
remaining values on the diagonal of Q̂ are set to 5 ˆ 10´4 .

The measurement noise v` in (52b) is modeled using
white Gaussian noise characterized by the standard deviations σh2,J2 “ 5 m, σω “ 0.1 rad{s and σPg “ σQg “
0.65 MW. Accordingly, the covariance matrix is given by
2
R̂ “ diagpσh2 2,J , σω2 , σP2 g , σQ
q.
g
2
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